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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present a novel speaker diarization system for
streaming on-device applications. In this system, we use a trans-
former transducer to detect the speaker turns, represent each speaker
turn by a speaker embedding, then cluster these embeddings with
constraints from the detected speaker turns. Compared with con-
ventional clustering-based diarization systems, our system largely
reduces the computational cost of clustering due to the sparsity of
speaker turns. Unlike other supervised speaker diarization systems
which require annotations of time-stamped speaker labels for train-
ing, our system only requires including speaker turn tokens during
the transcribing process, which largely reduces the human efforts
involved in data collection.

Index Terms— Speaker diarization, speaker turn detection, con-
strained spectral clustering, transformer transducer

1. INTRODUCTION

Speaker segmentation is a key component in most modern speaker
diarization systems [1]. The outputs of speaker segmentation are
usually short segments which can be assumed to consist of individ-
ual speakers. With these homogeneous segments, we can extract
speaker embedding such as i-vector [2] or d-vector/x-vector [3, 4, 5]
from each segment to represent its speaker identify. The speaker
embeddings can be either directly clustered with conventional clus-
tering algorithms such as K-means [6] or spectral clustering [7], or
fed into a supervised model such as unbounded interleaved-state re-
current neural networks (UIS-RNN) [8], discriminative neural clus-
tering (DNC) [9], or permutation-invariant training [10, 11].

There are typically three approaches to the speaker segmentation
problem:

1. Uniform speaker segmentation: The entire utterance is divided
into segments of uniform length. Although this approach is sim-
ple and easy to implement, it is difficult to find a good segment
length — long segments may very likely contain speaker turn
boundaries, while short segments carry insufficient speaker infor-
mation. For example, the systems described in [7, 8] are based on
segments of a fixed length of 400ms, while the system described
in [12] is based on segments of 2s.

2. ASR-based word segmentation: Automatic speech recognition
(ASR) models generate word boundaries, which could be used as
word-level segmentation. Although we can usually safely assume
that a word-level segment comes from a single speaker, word seg-
ments are still too short to carry sufficient speaker information.

* Equal contribution. Wei performed this work as an intern at Google.

3. Supervised speaker turn detection (a.k.a. speaker change detec-
tion): A dedicated model is trained to detect the exact timestamps
of speaker turns, such as the systems described in [13, 14].

Apparently, among the above three approaches, supervised
speaker turn detection has multiple advantages. First, since a seg-
ment covers a full continuous speaker turn, it carries sufficient
information to extract robust speaker embeddings. Besides, for very
long conversational speech, the number of speaker turns is usually
much smaller than the number of appropriate fixed-length short
segments — this would largely reduce the computational cost of
clustering the segment-wise embeddings.

The speaker turn detection models described in [13, 14] are
purely based on acoustic information of the training utterances.
These kinds of models fail to leverage the rich semantic information
in the data. For example, by only looking at the text transcript of
the conversation “How are you I’m good”, we can confidently con-
jecture there is a speaker change between “How are you” and “I’m
good”.

Although many recent end-to-end speaker diarization systems
have shown very promising results [10, 15, 11], these systems usu-
ally require a large amount of carefully annotated training data. The
annotation process usually requires the human annotator to assign
accurate timestamps to the speaker turns, and manually identify dif-
ferent speakers across these turns. Our internal study shows that this
kind of annotation process takes roughly 2 hours for a single anno-
tator to annotate 10 minutes of audio for one pass.

In this paper, we propose Transformer Transducer [16, 17, 18]
based speaker turn detection that is jointly trained with the ASR
model [19]. We use a special token <st> to represent the speaker
turn, and inject this token into ground truth transcripts of the ASR
training data. This approach not only makes better use of semantic
information in the speech data, but also reduces annotation costs —
annotating the <st> token as part of transcribing the speech data is
much easier than annotating the exact timestamp of the speaker turn
events.

Our work shares similarities with the system proposed in [20].
In [20], two role-specific tokens <spk:dr> and <spk:pt> are
injected to the ASR transcripts to indicate speech from the doctor
and the patient. However, such a system cannot be used for generic
speaker diarization problems where: (1) There could be more than 2
speakers; (2) The speakers are not constrained to specific roles.

The original contributions of this paper include: (1) We pro-
posed an efficient speaker diarization system for streaming on-device
applications that do not rely on expensive timestamped annotations;
(2) We proposed a transformer transducer-based model for joint ASR
and speaker turn detection; (3) We proposed a constrained spec-
tral clustering algorithm that incorporates the prior information from
speaker turns into the spectral clustering process.
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Fig. 1. System architecture of the speaker diarization system.

Table 1. Hyper-parameters of a Transformer block.

Input feature projection 256
Dense layer 1 1024
Dense layer 2 256

Number attention heads 8
Head dimension 64

Dropout ratio 0.1

2. METHODS

2.1. System architecture

The system architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The input utterance
is first fed into a transformer transducer model for joint ASR and
speaker turn detection. Then the utterance is segmented into speaker
turns, and each turn is fed into an LSTM based speaker encoder to
extract a d-vector embedding. We use a spectral clustering algorithm
to cluster these turn-wise d-vectors, but with constraints from the de-
tected speaker turns1.

2.2. Online diarization

Since both the transformer transducer-based speaker turn detection
model and the LSTM based speaker encoder model are streaming
models, the bottleneck of latency is the clustering algorithm. Pre-
vious studies have shown that online clustering algorithms such as
Links [21] are significantly worse than offline clustering algorithms
such as spectral clustering [7]. To have both great performance and
low latency at the same time, we use spectral clustering in an online
fashion: every time when we have a new speaker embedding, we run
spectral clustering on the entire sequence of all existing embeddings.
Because speaker embeddings are extracted from speaker turns which
are usually sparse, the sequence is usually relatively short even for
hour-long conversations, thus making the clustering inexpensive to
run and feasible for on-device deployment.

1We open sourced the constrained spectral clustering algorithm at
https://github.com/wq2012/SpectralCluster

2.3. Transformer transducer based speaker turn detection

Recurrent neural network transducer (RNN-T) [22] is an ASR model
architecture that can be trained end-to-end with RNN-T loss. Such
architecture includes an audio encoder, a label encoder, and a joint
network that produces the final output distribution over all possible
labels. We adopt Transformer Transducer (T-T) [16], a variant of the
RNN-T model, as the speaker turn detection model for its advantages
of faster inference speed, and no long-form deletion issues. We also
use a bigram label encoder proposed in [17] to further speed up the
decoding via an embedding table lookup.

To create training targets, inspired by [20] that adds speaker
roles as part of the transcript (e.g. “hello how are you <spk:dr> I
am good <spk:pt>”), we add a special speaker turn token <st>
between two different speakers’ transcripts (e.g. “hello how are you
<st> I am good <st>”) to model speaker turns during training.
Compared to audio-only models [13, 14], this model can potentially
utilize the language semantics as a signal for speaker segmentation.
T-T is trained in a sequence-to-sequence fashion, where the source
is log-Mel filterbank energy features, and the target is the transcript
that includes both transcript texts and the special speaker turn tokens.
At inference time, we ignore all the texts output by the model except
for the <st> tokens, and their corresponding timestamps. These
timestamps are later used as the speaker boundaries in the diariza-
tion system.

We train the T-T model using Fisher [23], the training subset of
Callhome American English [24], and an internal dataset collected
from around 7500 hours of YouTube videos. Training utterances are
segmented into 15 seconds segments with speaker turn tokens added
so it fits into the memory more easily. The audio encoder has 15
layers of Transformer blocks. Each block has 32 left context and
no right context. The hyper-parameters for each repeated block can
be found in Table 1. We also use a stacking layer after the second
transformer block to change the frame rate from 30ms to 90ms, and
an unstacking layer after the 13th transformer block to change the
frame rate from 90ms back to 30ms, to speed up the audio encoder
as proposed in [17]. The bi-gram label encoder embedding table
has embeddings with a dimension of 256. For the joint network, we
have a projection layer that projects the audio encoder output to 256-
d. At the output of the joint network, it produces a distribution over
75 possible graphemes with a softmax layer. For optimization, we
follow the same hyper-parameters described in [16].

2.4. Speaker encoder

Our speaker encoder is a text-independent speaker recognition
model trained with the generalized end-to-end extended-set softmax
loss [3, 25]. The speaker encoder model has 3 LSTM layers each
with 768 nodes and a projection size of 256. The output of the last
LSTM layer is then linearly transformed to the final 256-dimension
d-vector. The same model was used in [26].

At inference time, we use the detected speaker turns as signals
to reset the LSTM states of the speaker encoder, such that it does
not carry information across different turns. For each speaker turn,
we use the embedding at roughly 75% of this turn to represent this
speaker turn, such that it has sufficient information from this turn,
and is not too close to the speaker boundary which could be inac-
curate or contain overlapped speech. Besides, because speaker turn
detection may have false rejections, to reduce the risk, we further
segment any turns that are longer than 6 seconds. This type of seg-
mentation is also used to construct “Must-Link” constraints as de-
scribed in Sec. 2.5.3.

https://github.com/wq2012/SpectralCluster


2.5. Spectral clustering

2.5.1. Recap of spectral clustering

We use the spectral clustering method [27] to predict speaker la-
bels on turn-wise speaker embeddings. Given a set of N data sam-
ples {x1,x2, ...,xN}, we can construct a similarity graph by com-
puting pairwise similarities aij . Let A ∈ RN×N be the affin-
ity matrix of the graph, the affinity of two samples xi and xj is
aij = 1

2
(1 + cos(xi,xj)). Since spectral clustering is sensitive to

the quality and noise of a similarity graph, we define the following
refinement operations [7] on the affinity matrix to model the local
neighborhood relationships between data samples.

1. Row-wise soft-thresholding with p-percentile: affinity values that
are larger than the p-percentile of the row are binarized to 1; affin-
ity values that are smaller than the p-percentile are multiplied
with 0.01.

2. We apply an average symmetrization operation to make the affin-
ity matrix symmetric: Â = 1

2
(A + AT)

Gaussian Blur operation [7] is also applied at the beginning for
window-wise dense embeddings to smooth and denoise the data.
We find that the diarization performance is significantly affected by
the hyper-parameter p for the p-percentile. The default p is 0.95
in our experiments. As proposed in [28], we can use a ratio value
r(p) as a good proxy of the Diarization Error Rate (DER). The
ratio r(p) =

√
1−p
gp

, where gp is the normalized maximum eigen
gap. By minimizing this ratio r(p), we can automatically select an
appropriate p-percentile for our spectral clustering algorithm with-
out a holdout development set. Note that for every search step, the
auto-tuning method requires an eigen-decomposition operation of
the affinity matrix, which is the major bottleneck of the clustering
algorithm. If the speaker embeddings are dense, the size of the
affinity matrix and therefore the computational cost become very
large.

Next we define a graph Laplacian matrix L. Given an affinity
matrix A, the degree matrix D is a diagonal matrix where the diag-
onal elements dii =

∑N
j=1 aij . The unnormalized Laplacian matrix

L = D −A, and the normalized Laplacian L̄ = D−1/2LD−1/2.
In our experiments, we use the normalized graph Laplacian L̄. To
perform spectral clustering,

• We apply eigen-decomposition and estimate the speaker number
k using the maximum eigengap method.

• We choose the first k eigen-vectors and apply a row-wise re-
normalization of the spectral embeddings. K-means algorithm is
applied on the spectral embeddings to predict class labels.

2.5.2. Speaker turn priors

Given a sequence of speaker segments and speaker turn information,
we know that two neighboring segments adjacent to the <st> token
are from different speakers. Therefore, speaker turn prior informa-
tion can be used as pairwise constraints to guide the clustering pro-
cess. Pairwise constraints, unlike the class labels of data, do not pro-
vide explicit class information and are considered a weaker form of
supervisory information. Using the proposed T-T speaker turn detec-
tion in Sec. 2.3, we can predict a confidence score for each speaker
turn token <st>. The general objective is to encourage speaker la-
bels of segments across high confidence <st> to be different and
speaker labels of segments without <st> token or across very low
confidence <st> to be the same.

2.5.3. Spectral clustering with pairwise speaker turn constraints

With the pairwise constraints from speaker turn side information, we
can perform a constrained spectral clustering that tries to find a par-
tition (or multiple partitions) that maximizes constraint satisfaction
and minimizes the cost on the similarity graph.

Let Q ∈ RN×N be a constraint matrix. If there is a speaker
turn between segment i and i + 1, and the confidence of the <st>
token c(<st>) is larger than a threshold σ, we define this pair as
a “Cannot-link” (CL) [29]. If there is no speaker turn between two
segments, we define it as a “Must-Link” (ML). Qi,j = 0 if i, j are
not neighboring segments.

Qi,j =


−1, If (i, j) ∈ CL and c(<st>) > σ;

+1, If (i, j) ∈ ML;

0, Otherwise.
(1)

The generated constraint matrix is a banded sparse matrix since we
only have limited speaker turns. To fully utilize the inherent infor-
mation from the speaker turns, we can infer more constraint infor-
mation using the Exhaustive and Efficient Constraint Propagation
(E2CP) method in [30].

First, we divide the pairwise constraint propagation problem into
a two-class label propagation sub-problem, where we treat an ML
pair as a positive class and a CL pair as a negative class. The class la-
bels are propagated in vertical and horizontal directions respectively.
Let Ā = D−1/2AD−1/2, which is the symmetric regularization of
the unrefined affinity A. Z is the initial constraint matrix defined in
Eq. 1. A parameter α is used to control the relative amount of con-
straint information from its neighbors and the initial constraints. It is
set to 0.4 in our experiments. We perform vertical propagation first
until the convergence and then the horizontal propagation. By com-
bining these two propagations, we diffuse the pairwise constraints
to the whole graph. With the E2CP algorithm, the final propagated
constraint matrix Q∗ has a closed-form feasible solution, which is
formulated as below,

Q∗ = (1− α)2(I − αĀ)−1Z(I − αĀ)−1. (2)

Using this propagated constraint matrix Q∗, we can obtain an ad-
justed affinity matrix Â, where

Âij =

{
1−

(
1−Q∗ij

)
(1−Aij) , If Q∗ij ≥ 0 ;(

1 + Q∗ij
)
Aij , If Q∗ij < 0 .

(3)

For constraint Qij > 0, it increases the similarity between the sam-
ple xi and xj ; if the constraint is negative, the similarity is de-
creased. After this operation, we still perform the normalized Lapla-
cian matrix based spectral clustering to predict cluster labels2.

3. EXPERIMENTS

3.1. Data and metrics

The training data for the speaker turn detection model and the
speaker encoder model have been described in Sec. 2.3 and Sec. 2.4,
respectively. To evaluate our speaker diarization system, we use a
vendor-provided call center domain dataset. This dataset consists of
anonymized utterances containing telephone conversations between
call center attendants and customers, and can be divided into two
subsets:

2To summarize, with E2CP, the workflow is: affinity → constraint →
refinement→ Laplacian.



Table 2. Confusion (%), total DER (%) and GFLOPS/s on three datasets for different embeddings and methods.

System Method Inbound Outbound Callhome Eval GFLOP/s GFLOP/s
Conf. DER Conf. DER Conf. DER at 10min at 1h

Dense d-vector Dense 17.98 22.13 10.66 15.97 5.39 7.76 0.85 36.54
Dense + Auto-tune 14.09 18.24 9.56 14.88 5.42 7.79 4.76 361.37

Turn-to-diarize

Turn 17.87 19.43 8.41 10.34 8.23 10.08 1.00 1.18
Turn + E2CP 17.21 18.77 7.94 9.86 3.56 5.41 1.00 1.18
Turn + Auto-tune 13.83 15.39 7.01 8.93 5.11 6.95 1.02 2.81
Turn + E2CP + Auto-tune 13.66 15.22 6.86 8.78 3.49 5.33 1.02 2.81

1. The “Outbound” subset, which includes 450 conversations initi-
ated by the call center. This dataset has approximately 35 hours
of speech in total. Each utterance has 2 speakers.

2. The “Inbound” subset, which includes 250 conversations initiated
by customers. This dataset has approximately 22 hours of speech
in total. Each utterance has 2 to 10 speakers.

Apart from the internal call center domain dataset, we also eval-
uate our diarization system on the Callhome American English data
(LDC97S42) [24]. The Callhome American English corpus is di-
vided into the train, dev, and eval sets. As the train subset has been
used for training the speaker turn detection model, we report the di-
arization results on the eval set of 20 utterances, which is about 1.7
hours of recordings in total.

We report the Diarization Error Rate (DER) computed with the
pyannote.metrics library [31], and follow the same evaluation proto-
cols as [7, 8].

3.2. Experimental results

We use the speaker diarization system described in [7] as our base-
line system (using the same speaker encoder model as described
in Sec. 2.4), and refer to it as the “dense d-vector” system, as the
speaker embeddings are extracted from 400ms short segments. In
Table 2, we show the experimental results of the “dense d-vector”
and the proposed “turn-to-diarize” systems on the Internal Inbound,
Outbound datasets, as well as the publicly available Callhome eval-
uation set. We report the total Diarization Error Rate (DER) and
speaker Confusion Error Rate. The remaining errors are from False
Alarm (FA) and Miss which are mostly caused by the Voice Ac-
tivity Detection. As shown in the table, the turn-to-diarize method
achieves better diarization results on the Inbound, and Outbound
datasets, compared with the dense d-vector system. There is a rela-
tive 12.20% and 35.25% reduction in DER on the Inbound and Out-
bound datasets respectively. It shows that longer-duration speaker
turn embeddings that capture more speaker characteristics might be
more useful for diarization.

Moreover, the spectral clustering algorithm relies on the quality
of the similarity graph. We find that pruning small and noisy val-
ues with the hyper-parameter p-percentile is essential to construct
a good graph. It significantly impacts the diarization performance.
The auto-tuning method [28] based on the ratio r(p) does not require
a holdout development set to tune the hyper-parameters, and we use
this method to automatically select a good p-percentile. For all three
datasets, the p-percentile search range is from 0.4 to 0.95 with a
step size of 0.05. The auto-tuning method is tuned per-utterance and
requires one operation of eigen-decomposition at each search step.
When we use the dense d-vector method, however, the size of the
Laplacian matrix is very high, so the computational cost of the eigen-
decomposition operation is much more expensive and it causes much

larger latency compared with the turn-to-diarize method.
Another advantage of the turn-to-diarize method is that we

can use speaker turn prior information as pairwise constraints to
guide the clustering process. For the dense d-vector approach, a
single segment may cross the speaker turn boundary. It may contain
speech from two speakers and therefore causes more confusion er-
rors. Comparing the “Turn” only and “Turn + E2CP” methods, we
can observe a relative 3.40%, 4.64%, and 46.33% reduction of DER
on the Inbound, Outbound, and Callhome datasets respectively. It
indicates the detected speaker turns are not only useful for segment-
ing the input, but also helpful to constrain the spectral clustering.
Moreover, we notice that the E2CP method usually works better
when a good p-percentile is not selected. If the similarity graph is
already well-constructed with a good p-percentile, the effect of the
E2CP method is marginal.

The auto-tuning method can also be combined with the speaker
turn constraints. In Table 2, the combination of E2CP and auto-tune
with the turn-to-diarize system achieves the best results on all three
datasets. It consistently improves the performance of the “Turn”
only method and the best results of the dense system by a large mar-
gin, indicating the effectiveness of our proposed methods.

3.3. Computational cost

In Table 2 we also include floating-point operations per second
(FLOP/s) analysis for each system after running for 10min and 1h.
This analysis assumes: dense d-vector is based on 400ms segments;
average speaker turn length is 4s; the average number of speakers is
4; auto-tune searches for 10 values of p; and clustering runs every
4s. As we can see, turn-to-diarize is dominated by the speaker turn
detection (578 MFLOP/s) and speaker encoder (415 MFLOP/s) neu-
ral networks, and the costs of eigen-decomposition, E2CP, Laplacian
and K-Means are almost negligible even after processing 10min of
audio. For dense d-vector, the computational cost (mostly eigen-
decomposition) significantly increases when the sequence grows
and becomes unacceptable.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a speaker diarization system for streaming on-device
applications. The system is based on a transformer transducer model
for joint speech recognition and speaker turn detection. The de-
tected speaker turns are not only used to segment the input, but also
to constrain the spectral clustering of the turn-wise speaker embed-
dings. By clustering turn-wise embeddings instead of short segment-
wise embeddings, we significantly reduced computational cost, and
achieved offline performance with online latency. One future work
is to retrain our transformer transducer on multilingual datasets to
make our speaker diarization system language independent.
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Appendices
A. FEATURE FRONTEND

We used a shared feature frontend for the speaker turn detection
model in Section 2.3 and the speaker encoder model in Section 2.4.
This frontend first applies automatic gain control [32] to the input au-
dio, then extracts 32ms-long Hanning-windowed frames with a step
of 10ms. For each frame, 128-dimensional log Mel-filterbank ener-
gies (LFBE) are computed in the range between 125Hz and 7500Hz.
These filterbank energies are then stacked by 4 frames and sub-
sampled by 3 frames, resulting in final features of 512 dimensions
with a frame rate of 30ms. These features are then filtered by a
CLDNN based Voice Activity Detection (VAD) [33] before fed into
the speaker turn detection and the speaker encoder models.

B. ADDITIONAL DETAILS ON SPEAKER ENCODER
MODEL

We introduced our LSTM-based speaker encoder model in Sec-
tion 2.4. The training data of this model include a vendor collected
multi-language speech query dataset covering 37 locales, as well as
LibriVox, CN-Celeb [34], TIMIT [35], and VCTK [36]. Multi-style
training (MTR) [37, 38, 39] with SNR ranging from 3dB to 15dB is
applied during the training process for noise robustness. The same
speaker encoder model was also used in [26, 40].

C. EXHAUSTIVE AND EFFICIENT CONSTRAINT
PROPAGATION APPROACH

The Exhaustive and Efficient Constraint Propagation (E2CP) [30]
method is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Exhaustive and Efficient Constraint Propagation
(E2CP) method
Require: Initial constraint matrix Z = Q(0), matrix Ā, propaga-

tion parameter α.
while Qv(t) not converged to Q∗v do

Qv(t+ 1) = αĀQv(t) + (1− α)Z . Vertical propagation
end while
while Qh(t) not converged to Q∗h do

Qh(t+ 1) = αQh(t)Ā + (1− α)Q∗v . Horizontal
propagation
end while
Output Q∗ = Q∗h as the final converged pairwise constraint ma-
trix

First, for the vertical constraint propagation, we suppose
Qv(0) = Z. Using the horizontal iteration equation, we can obtain,

Qv(t) = (αĀ)t−1Z + (1− α)

t−1∑
i=0

(αĀ)iZ (4)

Since the propagation parameter 0 < α < 1 and the eigenvalues of
Ā are in [−1, 1], the horizontal propagation has a converged solution

as below,

lim
t→∞

(αĀ)t−1 = 0 (5)

lim
t→∞

t−1∑
i=0

(αĀ)i = (I − αĀ)−1 (6)

Q∗v = lim
t→∞

Qv(t) = (1− α)(I − αĀ)−1Z (7)

Second, the horizontal constraint propagation can be transformed
into a vertical propagation problem by a transpose operation,

QT
h(t+ 1) = αĀQT

h(t) + (1− α)Q∗v
T (8)

As shown in Eq. (7), the horizontal propagation converges to

Q∗h
T

= (1− α)(I − αĀ)−1Q∗v
T (9)

Therefore, the E2CP constraint propagation algorithm has the
following closed-form feasible solution,

Q∗ = Q∗h = (1− α)Q∗v(I − αĀT
)−1

= (1− α)2(I − αĀ)−1Z(I − αĀ)−1 (10)

D. DETAILED FLOP/S ANALYSIS

We provided the total GFLOP/s of different diarization systems in
Table 2, and discussed the results in Section 3.3. A detailed version
of the FLOP/s analysis is provided in Table 3 and Table 4, where we
break the FLOP/s numbers into different components.

For the speaker turn detection model and the speaker encoder
model, the total number of FLOPs is estimated with TensorFlow
Profiler by counting total float ops. For other components,
the total number of FLOPs is estimated with PyPAPI by counting
PAPI FP OPS. The denominator of FLOP/s is based on the length
of audio being processed.

E. OPEN SOURCE PYTHON IMPLEMENTATION

We provide a Python-based open source library at https://
github.com/wq2012/SpectralCluster, which covers
these implementations:

1. Refinement operations on affinity matrix [7].

2. Laplacian matrix [27].

3. K-Means with cosine distance.

4. Auto-tune [28].

5. Constained spectral clustering with E2CP [30].

This library can be installed via pip:

pip3 install spectralcluster

The “Turn + E2CP + Auto-tune” configuration that produced the
best performance in Table 2 is provided in configs.py. It can be
directly used in the example below:

from spectralcluster import configs

labels = configs.turntodiarize_clusterer.predict(
embeddings, constraint_matrix)

https://github.com/tensorflow/profiler
https://github.com/tensorflow/profiler
https://flozz.github.io/pypapi/
https://github.com/wq2012/SpectralCluster
https://github.com/wq2012/SpectralCluster


Table 3. GFLOPS/s of each component for different speaker diarization systems after running for 10min.

System Method Speaker turn Speaker Eigen E2CP Laplacian Totaldetection encoder decomposition & K-Means

Dense d-vector Dense 0 0.42 0.43 0 0.00 0.85
Dense + Auto-tune 0 0.42 4.34 0 0.00 4.76

Turn-to-diarize

Turn 0.58 0.42 0.00 0 0.00 1.00
Turn + E2CP 0.58 0.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
Turn + Auto-tune 0.58 0.42 0.03 0 0.00 1.02
Turn + E2CP + Auto-tune 0.58 0.42 0.03 0.00 0.00 1.02

Table 4. GFLOPS/s of each component for different speaker diarization systems after running for 1h.

System Method Speaker turn Speaker Eigen E2CP Laplacian Totaldetection encoder decomposition & K-Means

Dense d-vector Dense 0 0.42 36.09 0 0.04 36.54
Dense + Auto-tune 0 0.42 360.92 0 0.04 361.37

Turn-to-diarize

Turn 0.58 0.42 0.18 0 0.00 1.18
Turn + E2CP 0.58 0.42 0.18 0.00 0.00 1.18
Turn + Auto-tune 0.58 0.42 1.82 0 0.00 2.81
Turn + E2CP + Auto-tune 0.58 0.42 1.82 0.00 0.00 2.81

However, we also want to clarify that our optimal clustering con-
figuration is based on our specific speaker turn detection and speaker
encoder models. The clustering configuration may need to be ad-
justed when using different models.
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